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ABSTRACT 

 

The processing of the composite WC-10% Co, with nanometric grain size was 

analyzed aiming at identifying changes undergone by the material during mixing and 

compaction steps. Use the X-ray diffraction and the Rietveld method to obtain 

accurate data on the behavior of powders before these steps. This paper describes 

the use of the Rietveld method as an evaluation tool to obtain information about the 

behavior of powders of WC and Co steps during mixing and compaction prior to 

sintering of the composite. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The processing of hard metal - WC-10% Co is performed through a 

conventional and industrial production route, where the process consists in the 

preparation of tungsten powder and cobalt, followed by carbonization of W and finally 

the mixture of WC powder and Co. 

The obtaining of hard metal occurs by liquid phase sintering of WC with Co at 

a temperature of approximately 1400oC in which the Co diffuses the structure 

contributing to the desired density and homogeneity (1-2). Co is the metal most often 

used as binder for producing hard metal due to the easy wettability of the WC by Co 

liquid in the sintering temperature. The characterization of the powders before and 

after mixing with high energy milling, is intended to identify changes in the constituent 

phases of WC and Co. 

The interest in the nanometric hardmetal grain size derives from the 

understanding that there is a general increase in hardness with a decrease in grain 
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size of WC (3). The study sought to enhanced understanding of these mechanisms is 

used obgetivando knowledge and technological development for various 

applications. Qualitative and quantitative structural and microstructural analysis of 

these materials aim to develop specific methodologies for getting accurate data using 

X-ray diffraction and the Rietveld method (4). 

The characterization of the structure, with regard to density, atomic distribution 

and unit cell dimensions contributes to the control of the manufacturing process. 

Also, it is the basis for phase identification, structure, distribution of stabilizers, 

porosities and evaluating performance of materials (4,5). In this context, the X-ray 

diffraction allied with Rietveld Method are techniques used to characterize materials, 

allowing the qualitative and quantitative analysis of phases, determination of 

crystallinity, lattice parameters, and more specific measurements such as residual 

stress and texture (5,6,7). 

The quantification of the phases is a key step in determining the structure, 

properties and applications of the material (8). Thus, this paper aims to report the use 

of the Rietveld method in our work as an evaluation instrument of characterization 

steps of the phases present in the starting powders used in processing hard metal - 

WC-10% Co powder with nanometer WC obtaining data of the structural parameters 

and the quantification of phases present during mixing and compaction. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

The starting powders used in this study were the nano sized powder of WC 

supplied by Sumitomo - WC05NR/Lot. N A-05119, with an average particle size of 

125 nm and the Co powder supplied by Umicore, with average particle size of 3.6 

µm. The mixture of powders of WC and Co was performed in a high energy mill - 

SPEX 8000 during 40 minutes. The ratio between the of mass of 

powders(WC+10%wtCo) and balls, into the reservoir was 3:1, to fill about 25% of the 

reservoir volume promoting adequate homogenization; the container was made in 

harmetal, to avoid contamination. 

Through XRD, the phases present in powders of WC, Co and the mixture WC-

10%WtCo were identified with the equipment from Shimadzu, model XRD 6100, 

using Cu Kα radiation, voltage 35 kV, current 40 mA, 2 ranging from 5 to 120°, with 

step of 0.03°, and time of 3 seconds per point. The diffractograms obtained from 

powders of WC and Co were compared with files kept in the database of 

crystallographic research panel for the Coordination of Improvement of Higher 

Education Personnel (CAPES) - Brazil. 

With SEM, we observed the microstructural features of powder samples, 

details of the morphology and grain size. We used the SEM of Shimadzu, model 

SSX-550, 5keV voltage, operated in the secondary electrons (SE) mode. With the 

help of EDS coupled to the SEM, microanalyses were also performed. 

For the quantitative phase analysis by Rietveld Method, we used the program 

General Structure Analysis System - GSAS. The parameters selected during the 

refinement stages include quantification of the scale factors, the polynomial function 
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that defines the background radiation, the displacement of the sample, the lattice 

parameters of each phase, parameters that define the width and profile of the 

calculated peaks, and functions of preferred orientation and asymmetry. The profile 

function Pseudo-Voigt - 4/GSAS was chosen for the refinement of phases for all 

samples studied in this work, due to its capability to model peaks with Gaussian and 

Lorentzian functions, as well as functions with asymmetry. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

The semi-quantitative chemical composition analysis by EDS of WC and Co 

powders has not detected the presence of impurities in significant quantities, proving 

the quality of the powders, as Tab. 1 shows. Oxygen is a common impurity in both 

powders. In this context, the analysis using SEM / EDS showed the variation of the 

chemical composition of the powders, being relatively low and unable to form 

structures which could be identified in the diffractograms. 

The study used data from the X-ray diffraction of samples obtained from 

powders of WC, Co, mixing the powder of WC-10% Co, aiming at determining the 

structure and quantification of crystalline phases with the Rietveld Method. 

 

Table 1 – Semiquantitative powders of WC and Co. 

Powder WC Powder Co 

Element Wt% Element Wt% 

C 6.094 O 3.902 

O 5.765 Co 96.098 

W 88.141 - - 

 

The least-squares minimization generates the necessary parameters for the 

assessment of refinement. A good fit depends on how appropriate is the model, in 

other words, if the model contains the parameters needed to describe the crystal 

structure, and the scope of the global minimum and not local. In Tab. 2, indicators of 

residual structure refinements by Rietveld Method for powder samples of WC, Co 

and mixed WC-10% Co, demonstrate the quality of the refinements. 

The indicators in Tab. 2 estimate the accuracy and acceptance of outcomes, 

with indicators Re, S, RB, RWP, considering the context of data collection, instrument 

used and the type of sample analyzed (9). 

 

Table 2 – Indicators residual Rietveld refinements for the samples of powdered WC, 

Co and mixed WC-10%Co. 

 

Sample Rwp% Re% S% RB% 

WC 13.43 8.09 1.66 2.73 

Co 18.81 15.80 1.19 1.69 

WC10%Co 12.27 9.73 1.26 3.94 
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RWP is the most statistically significant factor for all five factors and better 

reflects the progress of refinement, since it is used the technique of minimizing the 

squared difference. The Re indicates where one should go with the Rwp. Typically, for 

good data from X-ray diffraction, more or less around 6% to 7% (10). 

RB is a quality indicator refinement of the crystal structure, such as the atomic 

positions and atomic displacements. The lower this indicator, the better the structure 

will be refined and will be the most accurate atomic positions and atomic 

displacements. Typical values for the GSAS are around 2% or 3% for a well-refined 

powder samples and heat treatment used to relax the tension network. Permissible 

values for RB in the Rietveld analysis for X-ray diffraction reach 9% for refinements 

with multiple stages, since the samples studied in this work showed minority phases 

like Co (fcc) together with a considerable fraction of the amorphous Co (hp) in the 

mixture of powders, also the high mechanical stress for the WC powder from the 

process of manufacturing this powder. 

These variables contribute to slightly higher values for residual indicators. Tab. 

2 shows the values for RB ranging from 1.69% to 3.94%, this variation are below 9% 

indicating the high quality of the refinements. The quality index S in general, for 

values less than 1, indicate inadequate adjustments of background radiation, not 

enough time to count or use of a greater number of parameters than necessary. For 

values of S greater than 1.5 indicates inadequacy in the model or the existence of 

local minimum. Thus S must be close to 1 at the end of refinement, meaning that 

nothing else can be improved because RWP already reached the limit (9). This 

behavior for the S indicator is noted in the refinements of the powder and the 

composite Co WC-10% Co with values of 1.19% and 1.26% respectively. The value 

of 1.66% for the WC nanosized powder can be explained by the high mechanical 

stress in the sample derived from the manufacturing process (10). 

Some features of the standard X-ray diffraction peaks such as very narrow 

and high intensity and low-density materials, may influence data collection, making it 

difficult to adjust. During the refinement it is essential that the observed differences 

between the calculated and observed patterns, trying to detect problems in setting 

the baseline as well as irregularities of the profile function of the peak. These 

differences can be observed in the Rietveld graphs that are also important for the 

verification of the phase that perhaps have not been included in the refinement (9). 

In the Rietveld graphs, Fig. 1, there is phase adjustment of WC nanometric 

powder showing the behavior of this structure. In Tab. 3 is shown the structural 

parameters of the WC phase (hp). Fig. 1, are shows the background well defined the 

XRD pattern of the WC powder sharp peaks indicates good crystallinity. After the 

review of the crystallographic database, it is observed that the structural behavior of 

this powder is well defined with tolerable minor variations in peak positions and 

interplanar distances, the peaks this diffractogram represent the formation of the 

primitive hexagonal phase WC (hp). 
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Figure 1 – Graphic of Rietveld WC nanometric powder showing the phase behavior of 

WC. 

 

Tab. 3 shows the results obtained from the refinement of crystallographic data 

of the primitive hexagonal phase of WC powder for this phase. The Graphic of Rietveld 

of the Co in Fig. 2 shows the low crystallinity indicated by low intensity peaks, the high 

background noise, indicating a possible amorphous fraction and the enlarged base of 

the peaks indicating the bad formation these phases. This configuration is derived from 

the manufacturing process of the powder. 

 

Table 3 – Lattice parameters of phase nanometric WC powder. 

 

Grupo espacial  (189) – hexagonal primitiva 

a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) 

2.9051(1) 2.9051(1) 2.8387(2) 

x (W) y (W) z (W) 

0.000(0) 0.000(0) 0.000(0) 

x (C) y (C) z (C) 

0.666(7) 0.333(3) 0.500(0) 

α   

90 90 120 

Volume (Å3) Density (gm/cm3) Amountofphase (%) 

20.74(8) 16.52(3) 100 

 

WCprimitive hexagonal 
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It is observed that the structural behavior of this powder is not well defined, 

having two phases, fcc and another hp. The peak position of 51.56º is regarded to the 

structure of fcc Co. The other peaks with intensities below 84 (cps) represent the 

formation stage of phase Co hp. 
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Figure 2 – Graphic of Rietveld Powder Co showing the phases presents 

 

The refinement of data from standard X-ray Co revealed the presence of two 

phases, a Co (hp) with 75.58% and the phase of Co (fcc) with 24.41%, the crystalline 

formation of the sample respectively. Below, Tab. 4 shows the results obtained with the 

refinement of crystallographic data of phase hp Co this phase. 

 

Table 4 – Lattice parameters of phase Co (hp) 

 

Grupo espacial  (194) – hexagonal primitiva 

a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) 

2.508(2) 2.508(2) 4.074(2) 

x (Co) y (Co) z (Co) 

0.333(3) 0.666(7) 0.250(0) 

α   

90 90 120 

Volume (Å3) Density (gm/cm3) Amountofphase (%) 

22.19(7) 8.81(9) 75.(5) 

 

Coprimitivehaxagonal

Cofacecenteredcubic 
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The following, Tab. 5 are shown the results obtained with the refinement of 

crystallographic data of the fcc phase of Co this phase. 

 

Table 5 – Lattice parameters of phase Co (fcc). 

 

Grupo espacial  (225) – cúbica de face centrada 

a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) 

3.544(5) 3.544(5) 3.544(5) 

x (Co) y (Co) z (Co) 

0.000(0) 0.000(0) 0.000(0) 

α   

90 90 90 

Volume (Å3) Density (gm/cm3) Amountofphase (%) 

44.53(1) 8.79(0) 24.(4) 

 

Fig. 3 shows the diffractogram of the mixture of powders of WC-10%Co. The 

phase WC (hp) is well defined, with peaks slightly sharper and with higher intensity. 

The phase of Co (hp) contribute with a slight peaks broadening of WC due to 

the overlapping of the same, and its contribution to the diffractogram is attenuated due 

to their contribution only of 10% by weight of composition of the composite. The revision 

of the crystallographic database indicates overlapping peaks of WC and Co in the range 

of 74º to 109º, causing enlargement and slight differences in their positions. 
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Figure 3 – Graphic of Rietveld mixture of WC-10%Co. 

WCprimitive hexagonal 

Coprimitive hexagonal 
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The procedure of mixing powders of WC and Co carried out by high energy 

ball milling despite having only been used to mix the powders, it generated thermal 

effect, not intense, but possibly enough to promote the rearrangement of the fcc and 

amorphous phase for hp. Heat treatments at relatively low temperatures are used to 

relax structures of powders produced by mechano-synthesis allowing the reorganization 

of the crystalline structure of these materials (3). 

However, this work was not done any treatment in order to produce relaxation 

of the structures with the same intention of reorganizing, reorganizing the structure of 

the unit cell and increasing the degree of crystallinity, since this study emphasizes the 

characterization of powders and its mixture without the additional steps of industrial 

processing via powder metallurgy. Fig. 3 is shown the graphic of Rietveld for the mixture 

WC-10% Co, indicating the positions of the peaks relating to phases of WC (hp) and Co 

(hp). The WC phase is presenting well-defined peaks, and characteristic of this phase, 

with little enlargement indicating good crystallinity. 

The peaks of the Co phase are manifested mostly in overlapping peaks of 

WC, causing slight enlargement of the same and a small portion of the peaks with the 

background due to the amount of each phase in the sample, 90.5% of WC and 9.5% of 

Co approximately. The positions of the peaks and the lattice parameters of both phases 

were obtained with the refinement of data from standard X-ray diffraction, as shown in 

Tab. 6 to 7, obtaining the values of volume and density of the unit cell and the values of 

the quantification of phases WC (hp) and Co (hp). 

 

Table 6 – Structural parameters of the WC (hp) phase in the mixture WC-10%Co. 

 

Grupo espacial  (189) – m hexagonal primitiva 

a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) 

2.905(6) 2.905(6) 2.839(3) 

x (W) y (W) z (W) 

0.000(0) 0.000(0) 0.000(0) 

x (C) y (C) z (C) 

0.666(7) 0.333(3) 0.500(0) 

α   

90 90 120 

Volume (Å3) Density (gm/cm3) Amountofphase(%) 

20.71(4) 20.35(9) 90.5(0) 

 

The phase of Co (fcc) generated strong divergence impeding the refinement 

indicating that it does not exist in this material. 

The mixing of powders generated thermal effect sufficient to promote 

rearrangement of the fcc phase and the fraction of amorphous for the hp phase by 

process mechano-synthesis rearranging the crystalline structure of this material. 
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Table 7 – Structural parameters of the Co (hp) phase in the mixture WC-10%Co. 

 

Grupo espacial  (194) – hexagonal primitiva 

a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) 

2.545(8) 2.545(8) 4.146(4) 

x (Co) y (Co) z (Co) 

0.333(3) 0.666(7) 0.250(0) 

α   

90 90 120 

Volume (Å3) Density (gm/cm3) Amountofphase (%) 

23.27(3) 10.00(1) 9.4(9) 

 

With the information obtained in the refinement of the WC powder and mixing it 

with the Co is noted increasing density phase WC powder to the mixture of WC from 

16.53 g/cm3 to 20.36 g/cm3. The lattice parameters a, b and c show slight increase, 

maintaining the values of volume as can be seen in Tab. 8. 

This event may have originated from the mixing of powders step, performed with 

high energy ball milling. Through the thermal effect caused by this process possibly may 

have occurred mecanossíntese, forced entry of a cobalt atom in the interstitium of the 

unit cell of the WC. 

 

Table 8 – Lattice parameters, volume and density of unit cell from the powder of WC 

and mixture WC with Co. 

 

Powder WC Mixture WC-10%Co 

a (Å) 2.9051(1) a (Å) 2.905(6) 

b (Å) 2.9051(1) b (Å) 2.905(6) 

c (Å) 2.8387(2) c (Å) 2.839(3) 

Volume (Å3) 20.74(8) Volume (Å3) 20.71(4) 

Density (g/cm3) 16.52(3) Density (g/cm3) 20.35(9) 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The analysis by SEM / EDS showed varying the chemical composition of the 

powder is relatively low and unable to form structures which could be identified in the 

diffractograms.  

The use of X-ray diffraction powder of WC, Co and a mixture of WC-10% Co 

show the effects of manufacturing the Co powder to process the early phase primitive 

cubic and hexagonal means being identified in the fraction amorphous. 

The use of the Rietveld method revealed the amounts of the crystalline phases 

present in each sample. The refinement of the X-ray diffraction data for the powder WC 

indicated by the indices of quality of refinement, reflections of the manufacturing 
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process as carburetação and high energy ball milling used to reduce the grain size, 

strong stress mechanical inserting this structure. 

The refinement of the Co powder revealed the presence of 75.58% hp phase and 

24.41% of fcc phase. In diffractogram note the presence of the amorphous fraction, 

making the extended peaks and noisy background. 

Quantitative phase analysis for WC-10% Co mixture revealed the presence of 

90.5(0)% of WC (hp) phase and the phase 9.4(9)% Co (hp). Approximate the theoretical 

ratio of 90% and WC 10% Co by weight values proposed by this work. 

The Rietveld method proved to be a tool to obtain accurate data, increasing the 

efficiency of phase identification, quantification and modeling of the same. With this 

information we obtain all the structural format of the starting powders with larger amount 

of information, which will allow the monitoring of the evolution of these structures with 

the sintering process, with control and/or implementation of new procedures aimed at 

improving the mechanical properties. 
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